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 In general, the increasing population around the world is putting pressure 
on the traffic system more than ever. Cities around the world is actively upgrading 
the road structure and adapting to better urban plans to better bear the 
pressure from traffic. It is also the fact that more population shifts are happening 
around the world at many levels from immigrations, educational travel, refugee 
movements and so on. All these together are suggesting a need of a traffic 
system that is not only capable of transport an individual or a group efficiently, 
but also smart and friendly enough to offer the solution on a global stage with the 
consideration of culture differences and diverse needs.

 With the introduction of certain urban issues such as highway blocking 
and eliminating residential areas, we also looked into the problems in the private 
car owning in the United States and how hard and unsettled the relationship is 
between car owners and automotive service companies. On top of these, fail 
to maintain car properly is also a result of high insurance cost and taxation in the 
United States.

 Our Personal Public Transportation (PPT) lives exactly in the situation 
described above. It is a highly adaptive system that understands the basic needs 
and extensive needs of car owners. Instead of being an expensive resources 
that is hard for the users to live up to the same standards, PPT offers a same start 
with a huge opportunity to achieve difference goals by offering different level of 
hardware extensions. Owning by the governments or the insurance companies 
opens the potential for a much efficient management system that would avoid 
many unwanted tensions and misunderstandings during the use of such system. 
PPT is also very friendly to the diversity of cultures as it offers several options to 
travel at distance with multiple level of social interaction and toursism sight seeing 
opportunities. The advance of communication technology and autonomous 
navigation also helps the PPT system to fully understand the intention of its user to 
adjust other resources within the system accordingly to achieve a high level of 
efficiency which would hopefully get rid of traffic jams, transit gaps and security 
concerns. PPT also understands that the owning model might  be changind due 
to the diversity of household and social roles. This is why it offers a certain level 
of customization that will be automatically adapted to the very person basic on 
the access information this individual presents when approach the vehicle. At a 
larger context, A Hauls (Manual Small Party Solution) and B Hauls (Autonomous 
Mass Transportation) both give certain amount of customizations and space for 
personal preferences. From a sustainability standpoint, PPT helps to reduce the 
amount of resources wasted or ilding by only offering exactly the amount you 
needed to accomplish your goals. 
 



 Overall, the PPT system truly describes a way to let the public trasnportation 
to merge into our everyday lives by offer the great versatility yet with the feel of 
personal space just like how you drive your personal car. It instantly brings the 
diversity of public transportation to fulfill all kinds of needs by using only one core 
unit along its modular attachments.

 We also looked at this project from a realistic point of view with the 
consideration of human nature and major social problems. It is possible that a 
system as such would not make a difference as expected due to the selfishness 
and greediness in our human nature. The resource within the PPT system could 
be abused to cause tension between the service provider and the end user. It is 
also possible that certain societies could not properly take their responsibility nor 
have the appropriate edicational level for the well being of a system as such. 
In addition, standardizing the transportation solution would either create unfair 
condition within th system or allow people with more power to live outside of the 
system to deprave contridictions within different social classes. 


